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Abstract. Using the two-tooth difference swing-rod movable teeth transmission system satisfying the drive
function of large optical instruments as the study object, the inﬂuence of each component error on system
transmission error is analysed. Each component error is presented by the vector method, and then it is
transformed into equivalent error in the direction of the meshing action line based on the equivalent meshing
error principle. The instantaneous transmission ratio of the system is obtained by the instantaneous velocity
center method, and the system transmission error model is established. Using numerical analysis, the inﬂuence of
each component error on the system transmission error is obtained. The transmission error test platform is used
to test and analyze the transmission error of the two-tooth difference swing-rod movable teeth transmission
system. The research results show that the swing-rod length error and the wave generator eccentric error have a
great inﬂuence on the transmission error of the system among the six types of error factors, so they should be
strictly controlled during design, processing and assembly. This study provides a theoretical basis for the
rational allocation of machining errors and assembling errors of the two-tooth difference swing-rod movable
teeth transmission system.
Keywords: two-tooth difference swing-rod movable teeth transmission / equivalent error / instantaneous
transmission ratio / transmission error model / transmission error test platform

1 Introduction
A two-tooth difference swing-rod movable teeth transmission is a type of transmission evolved from a planetary
transmission with small tooth differences, which has the
advantages of a large speed ratio and strong bearing
capacity. It can meet the low-speed, large-torque and highprecision requirements of mechanical transmission systems
for the aiming and tracking performance of large optical
instruments such as astronomical telescopes and solar
energy tracking systems [1,2]. There are extensive
prospects of application for this drive in the transmission
ﬁeld.
Due to the large number of meshing teeth and the
obvious error homogenization effect, research on the
transmission error of planetary transmissions with small
tooth differences has received much attention. Shan et al.
[3] established a dynamic transmission precision model of
the RV transmission system based on the mass concentra* e-mail: ysujhr@ysu.edu.cn

tion method and the dynamic substructure method, which
took into account factors such as gear meshing error, gear
side clearance and time-varying meshing stiffness. Han
et al. [4] comprehensively considered machining error,
assembly error, bearing clearance and other factors and
used the Sobol method to analyze the global sensitivity of
the transmission accuracy of RV cycloidal pin-wheel
drives. Ohta et al. [5] studied the effect of eccentricity
on the transmission error of cycloidal gears. Gravagno et al.
[6] discussed the inﬂuence of the waveform generator shape
on the transmission error of a harmonic reducer. Lin et al.
[7] introduced the relationships between parameters
concerning geometry, manufacturing, and precision performance for a cycloidal gear reducer and then investigated
the inﬂuence of the tolerances of design parameters on the
kinematic error via the theory of gearing. Zhang et al. [8]
built a backlash model between eccentric shafts and
bearings with the deﬁnition of the constraint and function
method and studied the effect of the backlash on the
transmission error of the RV reducer. Ren et al. [9]
established a Multi-DOF nonlinear dynamic model of a
cycloidal speed reducer, and then the cycloid disc
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2 Transmission principle

Fig. 1. Diagram of two-tooth difference swing-rod movable teeth
transmission.

rotational displacement and rotational velocity versus time
of different modiﬁcation clearances were solved by the
Runge-kutta numerical method.
In the above studies, the RV reducer and the cycloidal
gear reducer can be characterized as a ﬁxed-tooth rigid
planetary transmission with small tooth differences [10].
They rely on eccentric mechanisms to achieve the meshing
and transmission between cycloidal gears and pins. The
harmonic drive is another type of planetary transmission
with small tooth differences. The continuous transmission
between a ﬂexspline and a circular spline of the harmonic
drive is realized by the deformation of the ﬂexspline
[11,12]. The common feature of RV reducers, cycloidal
gear reducers and harmonic drive reducers is that there is
no moving member between the internal gear and the
external gear. A two-tooth difference swing-rod movable
teeth transmission uses a movable swing-rod and a
movable tooth to transfer the rotary motion and power
between two co-axes. The movable teeth are radially
meshed with the ring gear and the wave generator. The
passive degree of freedom is introduced by the swing-rod
movable tooth to reduce the slip and improve the
transmission precision. However, at the same time, the
error source is increased, which makes the study of
transmission error more complicated. In the previous
work, we have derived the tooth proﬁle equation of swingrod movable teeth transmission systems and studied the
inﬂuence of tooth proﬁle parameters on the transmission
performance [13,14]. Due to the existence of machining
errors, in order to improve the transmission precision of
the drive, it is necessary to carry out a detailed study on
the transmission error.
In this paper, the single error of each component of the
two-tooth difference swing-rod movable teeth transmission system is characterized by the vector method. The
system transmission error model is established by the
principle of equivalent meshing error, which reveals the
inﬂuence rule of each component error on the system
transmission error. The key error factors affecting the
system transmission error are identiﬁed, which provides a
basis for reducing the system transmission error in a
targeted manner.

The two-tooth difference swing-rod movable teeth transmission system consists of a wave generator, a ring gear, a
separator, swing-rods and movable teeth, as shown in
Figure 1. r0 is the base circle radius, r is the movable tooth
radius, l is the length of the swing-rod, and rc is the
distribution circle radius of the swing-rod. The movable
tooth and the swing rod are connected by a pin to form a
rotating pair, and the rotation center is O1. The swing rod
and the separator are connected by a pin to form a rotating
pair, and the rotation center is O2. The wave generator
meshes with the movable tooth at M to form a higher pair.
The movable tooth meshes with the ring gear at N to form a
higher pair.
The wave generator is ﬁxed to the input shaft, the ring
gear is ﬁxed to the output shaft, and the separator is ﬁxed.
When the wave generator rotates at a constant speed, the
movable tooth swings around the rotation center O2 under
the thrust of the wave generator. Because of the restriction
of the meshing pair between the movable tooth and the ring
gear, the movable tooth drives the ring gear to rotate
around O. At this time, the meshing point N moves along
the top tooth of the ring gear toward the tooth root. When
the meshing point M is at the top of the wave generator,
the meshing point N reaches the root of the ring gear. This
is the lift interval of the movable tooth.
As the wave generator continues to rotate, the movable
tooth moves along the wave generator under the backward
thrust of the ring gear. This working range is the return
range of the movable tooth. Thus, the movable tooth
completes a working cycle. The movable teeth are
connected in parallel and work alternately, which realizes
the speed conversion and power transmission of the twotooth difference swing-rod movable teeth transmission
system at a ﬁxed transmission ratio.

3 Theoretical analysis of meshing error
Errors in the two-tooth difference swing-rod movable teeth
transmission system are mainly caused by machining errors
and assembling errors in the components. According to the
equivalent meshing error principle [15], when two components of a system mesh with each other, the force and
motion are transmitted through the meshing action line
(the normal direction of the two meshing proﬁles), and only
the error on the meshing action line will have an impact on
the movement between the two components. Therefore, it
is necessary to study the equivalent error of each
component error on the meshing action line.
3.1 The equivalent error of the wave generator error
The error of the wave generator mainly includes eccentric
error and tooth proﬁle error. Taking a movable tooth as the
research object, the equivalent error calculation diagram of
the wave generator is shown in Figure 2.
The eccentric error of the wave generator comes from
the deviation of the actual rotation center of the wave
generator from the theoretical rotation center. lHg is the
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the equivalent error of the wave generator.

meshing action line of the wave generator and the movable
tooth. The vector eO represents the eccentric error of the
wave generator, and the vector MO1 is the vector
representation of the meshing action line lHg. The direction
of eO and MO1 change with the change of the meshing
point. The equivalent error of the wave generator eccentric
error on the meshing action line lHg is DEH0 , which can be
expressed as
MO1 ⋅eO
:
DEH0 ¼
MO1

ð1Þ

The wave generator eccentric error vector can be
calculated by
eO ¼ ðDeH cos uH ; DeH sin uH Þ

ð2Þ

where DeH is the eccentric magnitude of the wave
generator. uH is the phase angle of the wave generator
eccentric error.
The tooth proﬁle error of the wave generator is the
change in the normal direction of the wave generator tooth
proﬁle [16]. It can be regarded as the equivalent error DEH00
in the direction of meshing action line lHg.
The equivalent errors of the wave generator eccentric
error and tooth proﬁle error are the projection of these two
error vectors on the meshing action line. Therefore, these
two equivalent errors can be directly synthesized by linear
superposition, and the equivalent error caused by the error
of the wave generator can be expressed as
DEH ¼ DEH0 þ DEH00 :

ð3Þ

3.2 The equivalent error of the swing-rod error
The error of the swing rod mainly includes eccentric error
and length error. The equivalent error calculation diagram
of the swing rod is shown in Figure 3.
The eccentric error of the swing rod is caused by the
machining eccentricity of the separator location hole and
the assembly error of the rotating shaft and the location
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Fig. 3. Diagram of the equivalent error of the swing-rod.

hole. When projecting the eccentric error vector of the
swing rod onto the action line lHg, the equivalent error DEB0
caused by the eccentric error of the swing rod can be
obtained as
DEB0 ¼

MO1 ⋅eO2
:
MO1

ð4Þ

The swing-rod eccentric error vector relative to the
wave generator can be calculated by

ð5Þ
eO2 ¼ DeO2 cos ðd þ uB Þ; DeO2 sin ðd þ uB Þ
where DeO2 is the deviation between the theoretical
rotation center of the swing rod and the actual rotation
center of the swing rod. uB is the initial phase angle of the
swing-rod eccentric error. d is the relative angle of the wave
generator.
The length error of the swing rod belongs to the tooth
proﬁle error and the equivalent error DEO0 2 H can be
obtained by projecting the length error on the meshing
action line lHg, the formula is as follows:
DEO0 2 H ¼

MO1 ⋅DlO2 O1
MO1

DlO2 O1 ¼ Dl⋅

O2 O1
O2 O1

ð6Þ

ð7Þ

where DlO2 O1 is the swing-rod length error vector. Dl is the
value of the length error. O2O1 is the connection line
between the swing center of the swing rod and the rotating
center of the movable tooth.
The equivalent error of the swing-rod error on the
meshing action line of the movable tooth and the wave
generator is DEBH, which can be expressed as
DE BH ¼ DEB0 þ DEO0 2 H :

ð8Þ

Similarly, the equivalent error of the swing-rod
eccentric error on the meshing action line of the movable
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tooth and the ring gear is DEB00 , which can be expressed as
DEB00 ¼

O1 N⋅eO0 2

ð9Þ

O1 N

eO0 2 ¼ DeO2 sin ðh þ uB Þ; DeO2 cos ðh þ uB Þ



ð10Þ

where eO0 2 is the eccentric error vector of the swing rod
relative to the ring gear. h is the relative angle of the ring
gear. O1N represents the meshing action line of the ring
gear and the movable tooth.
When the ring gear meshes with the movable tooth, the
equivalent error of the swing-rod length error on the
meshing action line of the movable tooth and the ring gear
is DEO0 2 K , which can be expressed as
DEO0 2 K ¼

O1 N⋅DlO2 O1
:
O1 N

ð11Þ

Therefore, the equivalent error DEBK caused by the
swing-rod error on the meshing action line of the movable
tooth and the ring gear can be expressed as
DEBK ¼ DEB00 þ DEO0 2 K :

ð12Þ
Fig. 4. Diagram of ring gear equivalent tooth proﬁle error.
(a) Radial error and cumulative pitch error of tooth i. (b) The
error in the direction of the movable tooth radius.

3.3 The equivalent error of the ring gear error
The error of the ring gear mainly comes from eccentric error
and tooth proﬁle error of the ring gear, as shown in
Figure 4a. Assume that Ris is the radial error of the i th
tooth proﬁle of the ring gear. lKg is the meshing action line
of the movable tooth and the ring gear. Projecting Ris onto
the meshing action line lKg, the equivalent error eRis can be
obtained as follows:
eRis ¼ Ris sin g 1

ð13Þ

eccentric error can be obtained as follows:
DEK0 ¼

O1 N⋅eO0
O1 N

eO0 ¼ ðDeK cos uK ; DeK sin uK Þ

ð16Þ
ð17Þ

where g 1 is the pressure angle of the movable tooth and the
ring gear.
Pis is the cumulative pitch error of the i th tooth of the
ring gear. Calculating its projection onto the action line lKg
gives an equivalent error eP is as follows:

where DeK is the eccentric magnitude of the ring gear. uK is
the initial phase angle of the ring gear eccentric error.
Therefore, the equivalent error DEK caused by the
tooth proﬁle error and eccentric error of the ring gear can be
expressed as

eP is ¼ P is cos g 1

DEK ¼ DEK0 þ DEK00 :

ð14Þ

ed is the tooth proﬁle error of the ring gear in the radial
direction of the movable tooth, which can be regarded as
the equivalent error in the direction of meshing action line
lKg, as shown in Figure 4b.
Taking the above three error factors into consideration,
the equivalent error DEK00 caused by the tooth proﬁle error
of the ring gear can be expressed as
DEK00 ¼ eRis þ eP is þ ed

ð15Þ

The ring gear eccentric error and the wave generator
eccentric error belong to the same type of error, and the
solution method is the same as that of the wave generator.
Therefore, the equivalent error DEK0 of the ring gear

ð18Þ

4 System transmission error
The equivalent error of two components in meshing is
synthesized from the equivalent error of each component in
the meshing pair, that is, the equivalent error in the
meshing of the wave generator and the movable tooth can
be obtained through the synthesis of the equivalent error
DEH (caused by the wave generator error) and the
equivalent error DEBH (caused by the swing-rod error).
Similarly, the equivalent error of the meshing between the
movable tooth and the ring gear can be synthesized by the
equivalent error DEK and the equivalent error DEBK.
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The distance O2V from the swing-rod rotation center
O2 to the meshing action line lKg is
O2 V ¼ O1 O2 sin ð ∠ NO1 O2 Þ

ð22Þ

O1 N⋅O1 O2
where ∠ NO1 O2 ¼ arccos O
.
1 N⋅O1 O2
The two-tooth difference swing-rod movable teeth
transmission system achieves the purpose of deceleration
through two changes in the speed. The ﬁrst speed change
occurs when the wave generator meshes with the movable
tooth, and the second speed change occurs when the
movable tooth meshes with the ring gear. As shown in
Figure 5, the instantaneous transmission ratio iH at the ﬁrst
speed change is

iH ¼

O2 P H O2 U
:
¼
OR
OP H

ð23Þ

The instantaneous transmission ratio iK at the second
speed change is
iK ¼

OP K
OT
:
¼
O2 P K O2 V

ð24Þ

Fig. 5. Diagram of transmission ratio calculation.

The equivalent error is linear error, which needs to be
converted into angular error by instantaneous transmission
ratio. The instantaneous transmission ratio of the twotooth difference swing-rod movable teeth transmission
system can be obtained by the instantaneous velocity
center method.
According to the Kennedy-Aronhold theorem. The
relative instantaneous centre of velocity between the wave
generator and the swing-rod is PH, which is the
intersection point of the common normal line lHg and
the connection line OO2. The relative instantaneous
centre of velocity between the swing-rod and the ring gear
is PK, which is the intersection point of the common
normal line lKg and the connection line OO2. OR and OT
are the vertical distances from the rotation center O to the
common normal lines lHg and lKg, respectively. O2U and
O2V are the vertical distance between the swing-rod
rotation center O2 and the common normal lines lHg and
lKg, as shown in Figure 5.
The distance from the wave generator rotation center O
to the meshing normal line lHg is calculated by the following
equation:
ð19Þ
OR ¼ OO1 sin ð ∠ OO1 MÞ
OO1 ⋅MO1
where ∠ OO1 M ¼ arccos OO
.
1 ⋅MO1
The distance OT from the ring gear rotation center O
to the meshing action line lKg is

OT ¼ ON sin ð ∠ ONO1 Þ

ð20Þ

NO⋅NO1
where ∠ ONO1 ¼ arccos NO⋅NO
.
1
The distance O2U from the swing-rod rotation center
O2 to the meshing action line lHg is

O2 U ¼ O1 O2 sin ð ∠ MO1 O2 Þ
where ∠ MO1 O2 ¼

O1 O2 ⋅O1 M
arccos O
.
1 O2 ⋅O1 M

ð21Þ

The movable tooth is a follower when the wave
generator and the movable tooth are engaged. And the
ring gear is a follower when the movable tooth is meshed
with the ring gear. If the angle of the follower is taken as the
output when the two components are engaged, the angular
error of the meshing of the movable tooth with the wave
generator is
DuHB ¼

DEH 1 DEBH DEH þDEBH
⋅ þ
¼
:
OR iH
O2 U
O2 U

ð25Þ

The angular error of the meshing of the ring gear with
the movable tooth is
DuKB ¼

DEBK 1 DEK DEBK þ DEK
⋅ þ
¼
:
O2 V i K
OT
OT

ð26Þ

Since the two-tooth difference swing-rod movable teeth
transmission system is a two-stage reducer, its transmission error is obtained by superimposing the equivalent
error DuHB and the equivalent error DuKB on the system
output components. When the ring gear is the output
component, the system transmission error Du is
Du ¼

DuHB
þ DuKB :
iK

ð27Þ

By substituting equations (24)–(26) into equation (27),
the transmission error model of a two-tooth difference
swing-rod movable teeth transmission system can be
obtained.

5 Transmission error calculation and analysis
The geometric parameters of the components in the twotooth difference swing-rod movable teeth transmission
system are selected as follows: swing coefﬁcient A = 0.18
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Fig. 6. The curves of transmission errors. (a) The inﬂuence curve of wave generator tooth proﬁle error. (b) The inﬂuence curve of wave
generator eccentricity error. (c) The inﬂuence curve of swing-rod eccentric error. (d) The inﬂuence curve of swing-rod length error.
(e) The inﬂuence curve of ring gear eccentricity error. (f) The inﬂuence curve of ring gear tooth proﬁle error. (g) The inﬂuence curve of
comprehensive error.

[17], the length of the swing rod l = 12 mm, the distribution
circle radius of the swing rod rc = 48 mm, the base circle
radius r0 = 40 mm, the movable tooth radius r = 6 mm, and
the transmission ratio i = 6.
Based on the theoretical analysis results, the inﬂuence
of a single error of each component on the system
transmission error is analyzed, which can be divided into
the following six situations: (1) only a wave generator tooth
proﬁle error; (2) only a wave generator eccentric error; (3)
only a swing-rod eccentric error; (4) only a swing-rod
length error; (5) only a ring gear eccentric error; (6) only a
ring gear tooth proﬁle error. To reveal the inﬂuence weight

of the above six types of errors on the system transmission
error, the single variable uniﬁed principle is adopted.
Considering the technical requirements of the aiming and
tracking device of the solar tracking system, each error
value is taken as 0.006 mm, and the initial phase angle is set
as p/3. According to equation (27), when the error values
are the same, the transmission error variation caused by
each single error of the two-tooth difference swing-rod
movable teeth transmission system is analyzed. The
transmission error inﬂuence curves of the system under
the action of a single error shown in Figures 6a–f are
obtained. Considering the above six types of errors
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comprehensively, the system transmission error curve
under the integrated error shown in Figure 6g is obtained
according to the error synthesis and modeling process
described above.
As shown in Figure 6, the positive and negative
transmission errors represent the leading and lagging errors
of the output shaft, respectively. Because the wave
generator in the two-tooth difference swing-rod movable
teeth transmission system is a double generating wave cam,
each error inﬂuence curve will have at least two extreme
values in one cycle. Figure 6a, b and d shows that the tooth
proﬁle error of the wave generator, the eccentric error of the
swing rod and the swing-rod length error have similar
effects on the system transmission error. In a working cycle
of a single movable tooth, the initial phase angle uB of the
eccentric error of the swing rod in the lift interval is greater
than that in the return interval. As a result, the system
transmission error in the corresponding ring gear angle
interval to have a small peak and a large peak in turn.
When the ring gear completes one working cycle, there are
twelve small and large peaks alternating. From Figure 6b,
it can be seen that with the rotation of the wave generator,
the angle between its eccentric error vector and the action
line vector changes accordingly, and the error inﬂuence
curve shows positive and negative alternations within one
period. Compared with the inﬂuence curve of the ring gear
eccentric error shown in Figure 6e, the ratio of the periods
of the two curves is 6, which is the same as the system
transmission ratio. As shown in Figure 6f, when the ring
gear rotates a revolution, the inﬂuence curve of the ring
gear tooth proﬁle error will have twelve peaks. This is
because the ring gear is designed with twelve teeth in this
example. From Figure 6g, it can be seen that when the six
types of errors are comprehensively considered, the
ﬂuctuation period of the system transmission error is the
same as that of the eccentric error of the ring gear. There
will be two identical changes when the wave generator
rotates a revolution. The reason for this trend is that the
wave generator in the two-tooth difference swing-rod
movable teeth transmission system is a double-generating
wave cam.
Comparing the transmission error curves caused by
the six types of single errors, it can be seen that the swingrod length error has the greatest inﬂuence on the
transmission error of the system, with the maximum
value of 0.037°. The ring gear eccentric error has the least
inﬂuence on the system transmission error. Among the
eccentric errors, the wave generator eccentric error has the
greatest inﬂuence on the transmission error of the system;
the maximum value is 0.018°, followed by the swing-rod
eccentric error and ring gear eccentric error. In the tooth
proﬁle error, according to the degree of inﬂuence on the
transmission error of the system, the length error of the
swing rod, the tooth proﬁle error of the wave generator
and the tooth proﬁle error of the ring gear are in order.
Therefore, the length error of the swing rod should be
strictly controlled in the design and machining process of
the two-tooth difference swing-rod movable teeth transmission system. In the process of assembly, the
eccentric error of the wave generator should be strictly
controlled.

7

Fig. 7. Two-tooth difference swing-rod movable teeth reducer.

Fig. 8. The structure of the transmission error test platform.

6 Experimental test
According to the value of the geometrical parameters and
dimensional precision of the components in the two-tooth
difference swing-rod movable teeth transmission system, a
two-tooth difference swing-rod movable teeth reducer was
produced, as shown in Figure 7.
To test the transmission performance of the reducer, a
transmission error test platform was built. The transmission error test platform is based on the DJZJ bus feedback
AC servo loading system, and its basic structure is shown in
Figure 8.
Since the transmission error test involves the measurement of a tiny angle, the HEIDENHAIN high-precision
grating angle sensor was adopted. The input end adopted
a ±2 second angle sensor, and the output end adopted
a ±10 second angle sensor to achieve the precision
measurement of the transmission error, as shown in
Figure 9.
The stable speed of the motor was set at 1600 r/min,
and the transmission error of the output shaft of the twotooth difference swing-rod movable teeth transmission
system was tested under the condition of 20 Nm. First, the
driving motor was started, and after running smoothly, the
acquisition card started to collect and process the real-time
pulses of the two angle sensors. Figure 10 shows the
transmission error curve drawn from the measured data.
As shown in Figure 10, the transmission error curve has
4 large ﬂuctuations in one second, corresponding to the
theoretical period of the ring gear. In each ﬂuctuation
period, the transmission error curve appears to have twelve
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Fig. 9. The transmission error test platform.

component. These two types of errors will cause periodic
ﬂuctuations of the system transmission error. Among
them, the inﬂuence curves of the tooth proﬁle error of the
wave generator, the eccentric error and the length error
of the swing rod on the system transmission error are
similar. The ratio of the error ﬂuctuation period caused
by the ring gear eccentric error to the error ﬂuctuation
period caused by the eccentric error of the wave generator
is 6, which is the same as the system transmission ratio.
– When the inﬂuence of six types of errors is taken into
consideration, the ﬂuctuation period of the system
transmission error is the same as that of the eccentric
error of the ring gear. Because the two-tooth difference
swing-rod movable teeth transmission system uses the
double-generating wave cam as the wave generator, the
transmission error curve will have two identical change
tendencies when the wave generator rotates a revolution.
– Among the tooth proﬁle errors, the swing-rod length
error has the greatest inﬂuence on the system transmission error, followed by the wave generator tooth proﬁle
error and the ring gear tooth proﬁle error. Among the
eccentric errors, the eccentric error of the wave generator
has the greatest inﬂuence on the system transmission
error, while the eccentric error of the swing-rod and ring
gear has little inﬂuence.
The research results provide a reference for the
precision control of the machining errors and assembling
errors of each component of the two-tooth difference swingrod movable teeth transmission system. This research
method offers reference signiﬁcance for the error analysis of
movable tooth transmission systems.

Fig. 10. The test curve of transmission error.

Nomenclature
peaks, corresponding to the number of ring gear design
teeth being 12. Comparing the comprehensive error curves
of Figure 10 and Figure 6g, the maximum difference
between the theoretical data and the experimental data is
0.02°, which veriﬁes the accuracy of the transmission error
calculation model.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, based on the structural characteristics
of the two-tooth difference swing-rod movable teeth
transmission and taking the errors of the wave generator,
the swing-rod and the ring gear into consideration, the
formula for calculating the meshing pair error of the twotooth difference swing-rod movable teeth transmission
system was derived, and the transmission error model of
the system was established. Then, the inﬂuence curve of
the system transmission error was obtained by
numerical analysis, and the transmission error of the
two-tooth difference swing-rod movable teeth transmission system was tested. The results of the study are as
follows:
– The transmission error of the two-tooth difference swingrod movable teeth transmission system is mainly caused
by the eccentric error and tooth proﬁle error of each

A
eO
eO0
eO 2
eO0 2
eP is
eRis
ed
i
iH
iK
l
lHg
lKg

Swing coefﬁcient []
Eccentric error vector of the wave generator
[mm]
Eccentric error vector of the ring gear [mm]
Eccentric error vector of the swing-rod relative to
the wave generator [mm]
Eccentric error vector of the swing rod relative to
the ring gear [mm]
Equivalent error of Pis on the meshing action line
lKg [mm]
Equivalent error of Ris on the meshing action line
lKg [mm]
Tooth proﬁle error of the ring gear in the radial
direction of the movable tooth [mm]
Transmission ratio of the two-tooth difference
swing-rod movable teeth transmission system [–]
Instantaneous transmission ratio at the ﬁrst speed
change [–]
Instantaneous transmission ratio at the second
speed change [–]
Length of the swing-rod [mm]
Meshing action line of the wave generator and the
movable tooth []
Meshing action line of the movable tooth and the
ring gear []
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Pis
r
r0
rc
Ris
DeH
DeK
DeO2
DEB0
DEB00
DEBH
DEBK
DEH
DEH0
DEH00
DEK
DEK0
DEK00
DEO0 2 H
DEO0 2 K
Dl
DlO2 O1
Du
DuHB
DuKB
uB
uH
uK
d
h

Cumulative pitch error of the i th tooth of the ring
gear [mm]
Movable tooth radius [mm]
Base circle radius of the wave generator [mm]
Distribution circle radius of the swing rod [mm]
Radial error of the i th tooth proﬁle of the ring
gear [mm]
Eccentric magnitude of the wave generator
[mm]
Eccentric magnitude of the ring gear [mm]
Deviation between the theoretical rotation center
of the swing rod and the actual rotation center of
the swing rod [mm]
Equivalent error caused by the swing rod
eccentric error on the meshing action line lHg
[mm]
Equivalent error of the swing-rod eccentric error
on the meshing action line of the movable tooth
and the ring gear [mm]
Equivalent error of the swing-rod error on the
meshing action line of the movable tooth and the
wave generator [mm]
Equivalent error caused by the swing-rod error on
the meshing action line of the movable tooth and
the ring gear [mm]
Equivalent error caused by the wave generator
error on the meshing action line lHg [mm]
Equivalent error of the wave generator eccentric
error on the meshing action line lHg [mm]
Equivalent error of the wave generator tooth
proﬁle error in the direction of meshing action line
lHg [mm]
Equivalent error caused by the tooth proﬁle error
and eccentric error of the ring gear [mm]
Equivalent error of the ring gear eccentric error on
the meshing action line lKg [mm]
Equivalent error caused by the tooth proﬁle error
of the ring gear [mm]
Equivalent error of the swing rod length error on
the meshing action line lHg [mm]
Equivalent error of the swing-rod length error on
the meshing action line of the movable tooth and
the ring gear [mm]
The value of the swing-rod length error [mm]
The swing-rod length error vector [mm]
System transmission error [°]
Angular error of the meshing of the movable tooth
with the wave generator [°]
Angular error of the meshing of the ring gear with
the movable tooth [°]
Initial phase angle of the swing-rod eccentric
error [°]
Phase angle of the wave generator eccentric
error [°]
Initial phase angle of the ring gear eccentric error
[°]
Relative angle of the wave generator [°]
Relative angle of the ring gear [°]

g1

9

Pressure angle of the movable tooth and the ring
gear [°]
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